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1 - Prologue

“My visit to MP-169 could have destroyed the whole planet. This was my second time here. I was told
by the federation to eliminate 5 of the ancient computers…
Successfully, I got rid of 4 of them…
Every computer had a guardian, all with different shape and size…”
-UNKNOW ENEMY NEARBY-
“My computer warned me, but I didn’t listen. I have discovered the strongest creature known. Later on,
they were named the VIRUSX, and classified the as the most dangerous species. VIRUSX an ancient
parasite created by Olsonant to destroy the Kylekenta’s colonies. VIRUSX is indestructible and
invincible. Awakening the creature was a wrong idea…”
“I was infected without knowing. I destroyed the last computer, but the VIRUSX escaped…”
“When I got back, I became unconscious, and crashed my ship on a satellite. Luckily, the auto
emergency escape ship ejected and I got to the Galactic Federation HQ….”
“By this time, the VIRUSX reached my central nervous system.”
“My chance of living was 0.0000000013%. But, they found cure…”
“The Kaooids. They were previously the most dangerous species, before I made then extinct. Once
again, my life was saved by the Kaooids.”
“This vaccine the Federation made worked on contact, getting rid of the VIRUSX in my body, by fusing
the Kaooid DNA within me.”
“My life just ended, but was re-born thanks to the Kaooids…”

“Meanwhile, there was some sort of a tournament going on, and I decided to join.”
“I was sent with a partner to this tournament by the federation.”
“The prize was the Kylekenta’s ultimate power…”

Welcome to the greatest tournament. This Tournament will test each hunter’s skill in combat, defense,
tactic, and team work. As you may notice, every contestant is in a different room.

We now enter round one. You will face opponents and the winner will get one victory, wile the loser gets
one loss.
The match up will be sent to your personal computer in your room.

-KAO VS METROIDS-



2 - Round 1

“Metroids, the second greatest threat to life. I am now agents them…”
You will be sent to the entrance of this battle field. Please wait...

Battle 1 will take place in an old base.
Ready, go

KAO got attacked by a Metroid behind him.
"That Metroid came from no were!"

Game!!!!!

The winner is Metroids.

KAO – 0/1

Round 2 is randomly chosen now.

Round 2
KAO VS. METROIDS!!!!! Again!!!



3 - The Attack

“Round 2 will take place in a big open space on Zebes.”
KAO has to face the Metroids again, but this time, there are more in numbers, and there are many types.
“I will take my ship to this battle!”
-Round 2 will begin shortly-
“I can’t lose!”
-Begin-
KAO is trying to eliminate Metroids one by one, but with no success.
Some of the Metroids are evolving into Omega Metroid.
“Yes, most of them are defeated! Only Omegas and Queens to go!”
The Omega Metroid jumps on KAO’s ship, leaving him no escape…



4 - The Rescue

Just as there was no hope for KAO, his partner with his ship came with weapons.
As KAO’s partner dropped bombs that were in the ship, KAO used Super Missiles to defeat the
remaining Metroids.

“Thanks for the back up, but we won’t get lucky next time.”
Victory goes to Team KAO



5 - The 3 way battle

Round 3 will be a 3 way battle.
Team KAO VS. Space Pirates VS. Spire
This battle will take place on a lava base on Alinos.

KAO and his partner equipped beams for this battle.
Using their weapons fully, KAO and his partner took down the Space Pirates.
KAO is now looking for Spire, and cornered Spire. KAO shot the Ice Beam, and Spire shot his super
heated weapon. The beams collided and made an explosion. Spire’s weapon was stronger. KAO
jumped to avoid his shot. He knew he will still get hit. But, when he noticed, Spire was frozen because of
the traps his partner set.

Winner – Team KAO!!!!
Team KAO – 2/1

The next round will be selected soon.
Also, there will be a bonus round after round 4.
Only hunters that have a score of 3/1 may enter.

Round 4 match up…



6 - The Flight

The next match up
Team KAO VS. Trace VS. Kanden
This battle will take place on an asteroid.
You must manually get there…

(The 2 ships head for the asteroid)
-Unknown substance detected in air-
-Sensors detect gas orbiting asteroid-
-Sensors also detect smaller asteroids coming out of the main asteroid-

“That’s impossible!”
KAO and his partner lands on the asteroid and enters an elevator that took them to one of the layers of
the asteroid…



7 - The Setup

“Do you think some one has suspected this setup?”

“I doubt if they will ever find out, until our last round. And soon, we will rule this world! Now KAO, don’t
lose on me, or this plan wont work. If you haven’t been there on that day, none of this would have
happened.”

-Emergency-Emergency-
-Hunter # 1532 hacking in central CPU-

“Hunter 1532? Is that, Sylux? Guards, stop him at all costs!”

Round 4 will begin shortly



8 - The Big Loss

At the beginning of round 4, KAO headed to the very bottom, and his partner set more ice traps.
KAO shot a Super Missile at Kanden, who also shot something at him. KAO jumped and Kanden
became the Stinglarva, his alt form. But then, KAO’s partner shot the plasma beam from above and got
Kanden. But, Trace got a headshot on KAO, and the suit blew up. But KAO was able to live. Trace was
then going to shoot the imperialist at KAO again, but he was defeated by KAO’s partner’s plasma
beam.

Victory goes to Team KAO.
You qualify in the bonus round.
The winner will get a new suit.
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